Let MSIS Help Me Now@NCRC Enroll You!

AirWatch is the mobile device management system (MDM) provided by UMHS to ensure security for smartphones and tablets that connect to the UMHS environment. If you want to access your UMHS email, calendar or contacts (Outlook Exchange) on your mobile device, you will need to enroll the device in AirWatch prior to February 23, 2015.

MSIS provides AirWatch enrollment assistance in Building 18, Ground Floor at Help Me Now@NCRC!

Before dropping in, be sure to:

- First, (because this may take some time), backup up your phone or ask for assistance backing up your phone
- Know your Apple ID/iTunes ID/Android username or Windows 8 ID/and password
- Bring your charger and USB connection cord
- Have at least an 80% charge on your mobile device

Click here to view multiple locations that will assist enrolling you into AirWatch.

Apple/iOS iPhone or iPad, use these instructions for enrolling in AirWatch:

- One-page instructions to enroll an iOS device
- Detailed instructions to enroll an iOS device - with screen captures.

Android smartphone or tablet, use these instructions for enrolling in AirWatch:

- One-page instructions to enroll an Android device
Detailed instructions to enroll an Android device - with screen captures.

Facilities

- **Courtyard Closure Reminder** - Access is restricted to courtyards during inclement weather by locking access doors or with the use of signage and barriers. We discourage occupants from bypassing the barriers for their own safety. Please contact Plant Operation Call Center (POCC) at 734-647-2059 to report slippery conditions or areas that may need additional snow removal due to blowing and drifting.

- **Winter Weather at NCRC**
- Buildings 10 & 14: Corridors Open
- Buildings 25, 30, 35 & 60: Fire Alarm Test
- Building 520, Ground Floor: Network Outage

Click here to view all NCRC Notifications & Updates

Events

- 2/9 - IHPI Seminar Series: Numbers, numbers, numbers: It’s not just what you present, but how you present them
- 2/13 - MLibrary@NCRC: Overview of the NIH Biosketch Workshop

Announcements

- **We need a Weight Watchers U-M NCRC Contact!**
- Flavors is expanding selections of your favorite snack items to also include light grocery and unique home meal options. Our line of specialty foods will be growing over the next few weeks. Stop by and save yourself a trip to the store on the way home.
- MLibrary@NCRC: **Upcoming Workshop on Mendeley Reference Management Tool**
- **Tech Tip**: Do you access UMHS email on your mobile device? AirWatch will be required for all mobile devices that connect to UMHS email starting February 23. Need help enrolling? You can follow the instructions [here](#) or stop by Help Me Now @ NCRC in Building 18 room G018 for assistance. You can also contact MSIS at 763-7770 or via email [msishelp@umich.edu](mailto:msishelp@umich.edu).
- **2014 NCRC Annual Report Website**
- **Heart Disease: Myths vs Facts**: February is American Heart Health Month!
- **Medical School Information Services** (MSIS) want to know what you think of the work they do for you, and you can tell them by completing [this anonymous survey](#) before March 31st.
Reminders

- NCRC Exhibitions: *impossible object - Endi Poskovic: Recent Print Works*
- Nominate your mentor for the MiCHR Distinguished Mentor Award
- The UM Coultier Translational Research Partnership Program call for proposals. The deadline for proposal submission is March 2, 2015.
- Sign up for an NCRC Wellness Center Membership!
- OSEH Prescription Safety Glasses FAQ’s
- Click here for more Safe Winter Walking Tips
- Notary Service offered at NCRC!